
Mistreated Filipino BridesMistreated Filipino BridesMistreated Filipino Brides
An estimated 994 Filipino women were

married to Korean men in 2004. Filipino
women rank third in the number of
international women married to Koreans,
after Chinese and Vietnamese. The number
is rapidly increasing. Filipino women get
married to Koreans through marriage
counselling agencies and religious groups.
A male dominated society, like Korea, is

very unfamiliar to Filipino women. The
Philippines is a country that has a good
tradition - equality between men and
women - so Filipino women find it much
harder to adapt to Korean society than
women from other Asian countries. Being
physically abused by husbands is not the
only problem these women face. They are
also mistreated by in-laws and by the
Korean government.

Husband's guarantee isHusband's guarantee isHusband's guarantee is

the key to citizenshipthe key to citizenshipthe key to citizenship
On February 1, in a so-called 'villa' in

Seongbuk-dong, Seoul, which is a
counseling office owned by the archdiocese
of Seoul, and functions as a shelter for
international women who have separated
from their Korean husbands, 29 year old
Sonya and 31 year old Angelina were
arranging signature papers. These are the
papers that make it easier for female
migrant workers to get Korean citizenship.
The two Filipinos have separated from their
husbands.
Sonya came to Korea in February 2000.

A religious group introduced her to her
Korean husband. She lived with her

husband, who is eight years older, and
mother-in-law in the countryside of
Kyeonggi province. The husband was
jobless and always sick. He didn't have very
good hearing, so he had to rely on a
hearing aid. In 2001, Sonya gave birth to a
baby girl. Her husband would sometimes
lose control of himself after drinking alcohol
but didn't abuse her physically.
It was the mother-in-law that caused

Sonya’s pain. The mother-in-law would
often mistreat her. Sonya depicted her
husband as a ‘mama's boy’. Her husband
always sided with his mother whenever a
problem occurred between Sonya and his
mother. Sonya wanted to be on good terms
with her mother-in-law but she couldn't
communicate with her. She could only
speak English, and her husband and his
mother could only speak Korean.
Cultural difference couldn’t be ignored

either. She would be tense and spoil things
whenever her mother-in-law asked her to
do something. Conflict between Sonya and
her mother-in-law became worse every day,
but no one could help her. She ran away
from home, leaving her daughter behind, in
2003.
Sonya earned a small amount of money

working in plastic factories in Seoul. She
missed her daughter so much so she
visited her husband's house last year on her
daughter's birthday, but the mother-in-law
locked her out of the house. She could
hear her daughter crying inside the house.
She begged her mother-in-law to let her in,
but the mother-in-law wouldn't.
Sonya couldn't find other jobs and

wanted to obtain Korean citizenship, so
she’s been staying at the consultation
office. Her visa has expired. She was
married to a Korean man and has lived in
Korea for five years, but she’s an

undocumented worker now.
Sonya is preparing to file a lawsuit to

obtain Korean citizenship. However, in order
for a female migrant who is married to a
Korean man to obtain citizenship, she
needs her husband’s guarantee. If her
husband doesn't give a guarantee, she has
to prove that the reason for the divorce is
her husband’s fault.
However, it is really hard for a migrant

woman to find witnesses in Korea to back
her claim, because she usually doesn't
know anyone. In addition to that, if the
husband reports her as a runaway, it will be
even harder for the women to get Korean
citizenship. There are Korean men who
abuse the guarantee system so that their
ex-wives can’t obtain citizenship.

Korean government shouldKorean government shouldKorean government should

educate female migrantseducate female migrantseducate female migrants
Sonya is on pins and needles waiting for

her visa. Her wish is to live with her
daughter. "I really need the citizenship
because my daughter lives in Korea," she
said shedding tears.
Her husband has discovered he has

brain cancer. When asked if she still wanted
to live with her husband, Sonya said, "Yes."
But she looked down as she said, "I am
still afraid of my mother-in-law though."
Angelina, who is staying at the same

shelter as Sonya, is five months pregnant.
She ran away from home in September
2004, not knowing that she was with child.
This was after four months of marriage in
Busan. Her husband was always drunk and
hit her. The in-laws treated her with
coldness. Her sister-in-law also hit her. She
could not stand the mistreatment of the
in-laws, so she ran away from home.

▶continued to page 3
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Filipino women, wearing

colorful masks, shout slogans
during a rally Monday March
7, 2005 in Manila on the eve
of the celebration of
International Women's Day and
the 100th year of the feminist
movement in the Philippines.
The annual celebration
celebrates the victories of
women as well as challenges
they are facing in the areas of
empowerment, equal
opportunity and reproductive
health. (AP Photo/Bullit
Marquez)
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Hope for Multi-cultured Families' Happiness
By Kim Min-jung, Secretary General of FWR

International marriages increase more and more every year in
Korea.
It's obviously right that love has no frontier; but nowadays in

case of international marriages between Korean men and
foreign women, expecially from Southeast Asia, it's popular for
Korean men to select their foreign brides one-sidedly.
Moreover, Korean men check foreign women's faces and whole
bodies and have a wedding ceremony after paying multi million
won to both the foreign bride's family and agency. This is
almost a marriage trading.
Therefore, the number of international marriages is not only

increasing, but also human rights infringement of foreign
spouses continue to be more serious than before. At the same
time, these kinds of problems give deep gash to many
internationally married couples who have lived with happiness
and hope regardless of numerous obstacles.
Last year, foreign brides married to Korean men totalled

19,214. And 102,168 foreign women who got married to
Korean men from 1990 to 2003, it's 8.5% of the total
marriages in Korea.
These foreign brides have suffered from numerous difficulties

because it's not only from physical violence and maltreatment
of their husbands and their husbands' family, but also even
communication go wrong due to language problem.

More serious thing is that internationally married couples'
problem continue to their children.
Foreign brides' governments finally apply for a break of their

national women's marriage with Korean men recently.
The Philippine government made and spreaded an official

document warning international marriage with Korean men and
Vietnam government announced that illegal agencies of Korea
will be punished strongly.
In this situation, the Korean government also should control

illegal and immoral international marriages and their agencies'
behaviors actively.
The Migrant Women and Multi-cultured Families

Center(EULIM) attached to FWR was opened for migrant
women, internationally married couples and their children on
March 9, 2005.
We hope EULIM will take a part for peaceful settlement of

internationally married couples and their children in the Korean
society.
We desire not only for migrant women's human rights, but

for their existence to be a role for making multi-cultural society
of Korea and their children also should live here without any
discrimination and neglect with self-confidence toward both
their father and mother.

Worker's Opinion

Migrant Worker, Illegal Resident, and Female
By Sin Yun-su, Staff Reporter

One of my Korean friend asked me how difficult to live with
such names in Korea.
And added, "What kind of company guarantees to have

'menstrual leave' and even do I know details about the
system." We grinned with shy. It was funny to name menstrual
leave and even if it is possible to Korean, it is another world to
us. I could tell from her face that she does not understand us
at all. She may expected something political and sharp criticism
but it is honestly reality of our lives.

-Dina. Aged 31, A Ajumma(married woman) with 4 children
behind Philippines and works in Korea for 6 years.
Arnold. It is my youngest child's name. He is 7 years old

now and I left him only he was about to stop milking. I have
never heard him calling me, 'mom', and now time flied 6
years. Don't take my story so sad. This is common story for
mothers who work abroad. Whenever I talk about my son
Arnold, I always smile. Although he is far away from me, I
know he would grow up healthy and smile everyday.
My husband never had a job since we marry. I have another

three children to take care. It would be a lie to say that I don't
really consider my life tough. My son Arnold is giving me
energy to live on. He had to look his mother through the
picture and I can not sit and cry.

-Mailyn. Aged 32. A Filipina flew to Korea from Taiwan and
single legal migrant among us.
My husband still works in Taiwan. My mother looks after my

daughter who is only a year old back in Philippine. Since her
parents are far away from babyhood, she seems to familiar
with loneliness. Isn't she pity? Actually any kid who has abroad
working parent is called lucky in Philippine. How much we ever

earn, it does not help to family. It is necessary to have abroad
working parent if to send his or her child to good school so
that the child may have good job. How good job he may have,
there is still no hope in Philippine. This indicates children must
go abroad someday. I feel suffocated to put under such
situation and so to think about my daughter. It is very common
to hear one philippine lady saying that she misses her child
and husband and I am terribly afraid to hand down such life to
my daughter. I try not to think about such condition if to loose
my courage to live on. I hope my daughter find a job as a
nurse. It is possible to work in the United States if to become
a nurse. It cost a fortune to send nurse school in Philippine. I
don't know how many night I need to spend this strange
country far away from my motherland but this is my only hope.

-Carol. Aged 27, A single lady with dream.
I worked in Singapore before and now I am in Geoje-do and

working for a canning company. My company went into
bankrupt and commanded to return to Philippine. I chose to
runaway and I became undocumented migrant worker. It has
been three years since I came to Korea. Most of my Philippine
friends are single and has family to look after. It is impossible
to live all for oneself. In case of me, it is different. I have
parents and brother in Philippine but I don't need to support
them. I am saving money for my future. I don't really have
particular plan yet but I am sure I can handle my life with the
money. The future ahead of most Philippine youngers are not
rosy but they can not just sit down. The impression I have in
Korea, I was surprised that men tend to underestimate women.
Compare to Singapore or Taiwan, more people consider men
are probably better than women in the field. Well, I suppose
those prejudiced opinion gave deeper wound to Korean women.

Continued to page 4▶
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Mongolian School on Entrance Ceremony, It's veryMongolian School on Entrance Ceremony, It's veryMongolian School on Entrance Ceremony, It's very
Good to call me by Mongolian NameGood to call me by Mongolian NameGood to call me by Mongolian Name

Halliona, Mungkeunchechek, don't use your cell phones in
class. In the morning of Feb. 2, the new semester began at a
classroom for 1st to 3rd graders of staying-in-Korea Mongolian
School in Gwangjang-dong, Seoul. The small classroom is
crowded with only 6 students. The class teacher, Boreuma, is
eagerly explaining the school regulations, but the students in
the classroom are preoccupied with mischievous behavior like
plunging their fingers into their friends.
The hallway was crowded with mothers and fathers watching

their children. Joltareugal, aged 29, is looking at Halliona, her
daughter, aged 9, who entered the Mongolian school on this
day. Every daughter is valuable to their parents, but Halliona is
much more valuable to her.
My husband and I left Mongolia in 1999, leaving behind a

3-year-old daughter and started to work in Korea. We worked
at the apparel factories in spring and summer and worked at
the factory for making jade electronic mat in fall and winter.
We made money, but it took four and a half years to bring my
daughter here. The daughter who hadn't seen her parents for a
long time didn't recognize them. Because of nomadic
characteristic which moves with their families from place to
place, Mongolian workers have much higher ratio of living with
their children than that of workers in other regions. About 1,700
children, 70 percent of migrant workers' school-aged children in
Korea, are from Mongolia.
With a Korean name Yumi, Halliona had gone to an

elementary school in Seoul for a year and a half after she
came here. She was notorious as a bully.
'Because of the fact that I couldn't speak Korean, they

called me a fool. So I fought against them. Now I have
friends, and I like Korea having interesting things. My father
said he would send me back to Mongolia if I don't study hard."
Her mother, Joltareugal, said we seriously needed a school
which teaches Mongolian and Mongolian history when we think
of going back to Mongolia. I'm very thankful there is such a

school. It was the first public entrance ceremony for the
staying-in-Korea Mongolian School since it opened in 1999.
The school, which was established for educating migrant
workers' children, will be accepted as the first official school of
its kind by the Education Ministry in Seoul. It is also the world's
first official school that opened outside of Mongolia as well.
"There are many difficult cases of letting the kids enter the

school because undocumented workers are unwilling to report
the registry of the birth of their kids. The Ministry of Education
& Human Resources Development guidelines makes the entry
into elementary school much easier, but we can look forward to
such help as acquirement of Korean language", said Lee
Dong-chan, a teacher of this school.
The teachers said that some Korean elementary schools give

Korean names to Mongolian students looking like the same as
other Korean students, and they even teach them how to
pretend to look like Koreans. This caused their parents' hearts
burst with sorrow. It is almost the same as having my
children's names forcefully be changed. Because of the reason
caused by names, there are some students who transferred to
our school. 33 new students, who entered the school on this
day, will learn Mongolian, Korean, English, Math, Science,
Music, etc from 6 Mongolian teachers and 30 Korean teachers
from Monday to Friday. The Mongolian government also shows
much interest in this experiment by dispatching high-rank public
officers as teachers.
There are about 20,000 migrant workers from Mongolia,

which means that 1 out of 100 in Mongolia with a population
of 2 million and a half is staying in Korea.
"We completely depend on the financial support of individuals

and the Mission of Seoul Foreign Workers. Korean teachers do
volunteering for almost nothing. I hope the Korean government
vehemently support such a foreign school for migrant workers",
said Lee Gang-ae vice principal.

Source from Hankyoreh, March 3, 2005

From page 1▶
When Angelina found out that she was pregnant, she called her

husband, but he didn't say anything. He didn't even say that he
would meet with her.
Because Angelina has only been in Korea for nine months, she

can't even consider obtaining Korean citizenship. She is staying at
the shelter, doing nothing but waiting to give birth to her baby.
She wouldn’t have an abortion because she is Catholic.
Yang Seung-gol who volunteers at the shelter, says, "Angelina’s

problem is complicated, even though she has a child on the way.
We have to start by proving who the father is. The only choice we
have is to wait two years."
The Korean government's discrimination against female migrants

in the legal system doesn't end here. Female migrants who came
to Korea for marriage can't get social security money, even if the
reason for the divorce is the fault of the husband. The current
social security act doesn’t allow a foreign woman to collect
comfort money, even if her husband is Korean.
Sonya and Angelina are fortunate because they don't need to
send money home. Most Filipinas come to Korea on the condition
that she will send some money to their families in the Philippines.
However, when they raise the issue of sending money home, their
husbands mostly ignore them. In-laws often say, "We paid a lot
of money for you to come here, you shouldn't be asking for more
money."
Marriage counsellors spread fake rumours in the Philippines,

saying that women are allowed to send money home. Many

Filipinas get married to Korean men without even knowing what
their husbands’ job is. Even though they realize what's going on, it
is too late.
The Korean government doesn’t offer classes about the Korean
lifestyle, Korean culture, or how to raise children to these women.
Father Glan of the Philippines Centre in the archdiocese of Seoul
says, "The Korean government needs to educate female migrants
on international marriage. Especially those who are getting married
to men who live in the countryside."
While the government is indifferent to female migrants abused
within international marriages, the tragedy of Filipinas continues. In
2003, a Filipina who had suffered physical abuse throughout her
eight years of marriage, jumped from her 10th story apartment
after her husband abused her, damaging her face.

Philippine govt. try hard to deal with the problemPhilippine govt. try hard to deal with the problemPhilippine govt. try hard to deal with the problem
With the situation getting worse; the Philippine government is

trying to develop a countermeasure. An official government
document was released, with Aladdin Gonzales Villacorte saying in
it, "I have seen many cases when Filipino women were lured into
believing that getting married to a Korean man means having a
better life, only to end up working in clubs and bars."
The Philippine National Bureau of Investigation said that they

have arrested six Korean men and five Filipino women for running
a mail-order bride service. Now it’s the Korean government's turn
to do something. <Hankyore21>, Feb. 18, 2005
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My Hope as a Migrant WomanMy Hope as a Migrant WomanMy Hope as a Migrant Woman
By Tess V. Manangan

My name is Tess Manangan and I am a
Filipina. That means I am a Filipino woman;
and that also means I came from the
Philippines. I lived in a society where men
and women had equal opportunities. Yes, in
that society women could run companies,

schools, homes and even the country, not as mere subordinates
but as heads. At home, fathers and mothers had equal roles in
disciplining the children and even shared the housework evenly. I
lived in the Philippines for twenty three years and that was the
system I was used to until I came to Korea.
I remember the night I arrived. It was November 26, 1993 when

the cold of winter was starting to set in. My husband picked me
up at the airport in Seoul. We took another flight to Busan and as
we got to his house we headed to his parents' room. His folks
were great and they treated me very nicely. "Not bad", I thought to
myself. "If everything goes like this, living in Korea would be
bearable even with that kind of weather." When we woke up
breakfast was ready and I thought to myself again, "Oh, life would
be great here." As we finished eating I volunteered to wash the
dishes confident that my husband would be by my side as was in
the Philippines. I was fuming when he didn't even care to help
clear the table. Although my mother-in-law was there to help I
wasn't satisfied with what was happening. I confronted him that
night. He told me he was sorry and that he really wanted to give
me a hand. In Korea, he said, men are not supposed to touch
anything in the kitchen. I said it was ridiculous. He said he
couldn't help it so it had to stay that way as long as his father
was around. As a woman, I had never felt so discriminated
against.
And so life went on. I continued to see how my mother-in-law

was used to the "discriminations" in the house. I don't know if she
was aware of it but I thought it was funny because most of the
times she was the one imposing them on me and on herself. One
day as I was folding the wash, she stopped me and instructed
that I wasn't supposed to put my shirts over my husband's
because it would bring bad luck. I couldn't catch my breath. I felt
angry not with her; but with the society that had made her think
and believe that way. I would be most furious when the big
holidays came. As my mother-in-law, me and my brother-in-law's
wife busied ourselves in the kitchen preparing food, the men
would be sulking in the room watching TV, talking and laughing
amongst themselves. And they would even have the nerve to ask

to be fed and served coffee, fruits or whatever to their fancy. We,
on the other hand, had to cater to their wishes obligingly because
we were the women and they were the men. And when morning
came, after proudly preparing the memorial table with the food the
women had prepared, only the men are supposed to bow to the
ancestors. Obviously unfair; women did all the work and the men
got all the honors.
As I unwillingly continued to experience traditional Korean

culture and customs my mind was filled with wonder. "How had
the Korean society made its women believe that they were inferior
to the men. Why do they submit to society's conventions?"
Confucianism, that was the answer. "Damn Confucius", I thought,
"he's a male chauvinist then."
I have lived in Korea for more than ten years but not until

recently that I've interacted with women migrant workers. According
to some I have talked to, aside from their status as foreigners,
they had also experienced discrimination as women. Most
employers' preference for men workers is very obvious although
these women are confident that they can do the jobs that are
usually assigned to men. In the workplace the most important and
sensitive jobs are reserved for men. Beth, who had been to
Taiwan, said that women were treated better there. Most
importantly, because men get better job opportunities and so more
experience, women cannot equal the men's salary. In spite of all
the hardships, these women try to endure because of the families
and relatives they support back home.
But wouldn't hard life be easier to endure for women workers

like them and for us foreign wives if we were not discriminated
against just because we are women? It would give us more peace
if we could be given equal opportunities and be treated equally as
our male counterparts at home, in the workplace and in the
Korean society as a whole.
This plea I think is not impossible to be accomplished. I have

lived here long enough to have witnessed some great changes in
this country. I actually have seen a lot of changes at home. My
father-in-law now carries the dining table to the kitchen and my
husband helps me with the dishes even when his father is present.
Now I think the biggest change should come from the hearts and
minds of Korean women like my mother-in-law or if it's too late
for her, her daughters or her daughters' daughters. They should
start to think that they're equally powerful and able as Korean men
and so they deserve to be given equal rights and opportunities
and be treated fairly. When they achieve these goals so will we,
migrant women in Korea.
To all women!!!

From page 2▶
Most of works are separated by gender at the working site but

I assume Korean women have various profession and work with
male workers.

-Beth. Aged 45. Has been in Korea 8 years and wish to see
her grandchildren.
I received a news that I have grandchild while I am in Korea.

My daughter sent me a video tape of him. I only could see him
through the screen of television and he is four years old now. I
can not get rid of his face and every sweet gestures. I wish to
see him in face so much. Some of you may asking me why old
grand mother like me stays far away and works. Frankly, I need
to work harder and harder because now I have grandchild. I will
not quit my work until he finishes schooling. Of course my son
and his wife work hard but it is true and I agree with Mailyn's
opinion about wheel of succession. My first kid is a school
teacher in Philippine and the second goes to college although
she is housewife. You may say they have achieved success in
Philippine but nothing secures their lives. After all, my first
daughter quit the job and works in Taiwan now. She lives just

like me after all. Only thing I can do for her and my lovely
grandchild, this is what I can do, earn money and help out
some of it. I know God is watching us and knows everything, he
wouldn't let everything unchanged. I pray better life for her and
much better one for my son. Please don't say this is my illusion.
I suppose our conversation does not satisfied Korean friends.

There is no female migrant worker hot issue to be picked up.
This was a common story we could share anywhere or anytime
that every women can talk about. A mother very much misses
her child, an old lady who is afraid to see that her child has
same life as she did, a young lady obsessed to save money to
avoid such fear, a grandmother who feels powerless love.
We are not dare to dream menstrual leave and this is story we

could tell to Korean friend. It is common that most of Philippine
born women may have heard at least once or to whom born in
poor country. I would add a part from a letter that Dina sent to
her beloved child Arnold. It is also commonly said by most of
mother.
"....even though I'm not there, don't worry about me...."
This is simple lie that poor country born lady tells. A most

brave lie on Earth I have ever heard.
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Special Permission of Residence for OverstayersSpecial Permission of Residence for OverstayersSpecial Permission of Residence for Overstayers
By Choi Jong-sik,
Japan correspondent

On October 17 last year, the
Japanese Immigration Bureau of the
Ministry of Justice, the Tokyo
Immigration Bureau, the Tokyo
metropolitan government and
metropolitan police department
announced a joint declaration on
countermeasures against undocumented
migrant workers in Tokyo.
The declaration seems to blame
inhabitants of foreign nationality,
especially overstayers, for precarious
public safety. It is also trying to imply
that those who overstay are brutal
criminals. Furthermore, the declaration
avowed to halve the number of
undocumented stayers in Tokyo over the
next five years. With this end in view,
Tokyo said it would crack down on
undocumented workers by strengthening
police questioning, just to name one
strategy. Soon after this declaration was
issued, arrests of overstayers have been
on the increase. Those who are working
hard and diligently in their workplaces
have been targeted too.
However, if an overstayer has been

living in Japan for a long time, under
Article 50 of the Immigration Control and
Refugee Recognition Act, he/she is
entitled to stay. In other words, even a
foreign resident who is subject to one of
the reasons for deportation, such as
overstaying, may be granted Special
Permission for Residence, if their
circumstances are taken into
consideration. It was not until August,
last year that the standard for granting
Special Permission was made public.
There are 26 specific examples for
Special Permission.
In 2003, over 10 thousand grants of

Special Permission were given. But this
is still not sufficient enough. Is it
righteous to be consistent in carrying out
such an exclusive and forceful
prosecution and repatriation policy,
ignoring an individual's circumstance?
Under this condition, APFS (Asian
Peoples' Friendship Society) advocates
that humanitarian policies should be
considered in order to use the Special
Permission for Residence flexibly and to
legalise undocumented workers who are
working diligently in Japan. In this

Photo from Donga Ilbo

respect, on December 15 last year,
APFS organized a rally to protest against
the Tokyo Immigration Bureau and
metropolitan government. Twenty
residents of foreign nationality, including
Bangladeshis, Indians and Nepalese took
part in the rally.
Prior to that, on September 21, eight

Bangladeshi overstayers, with the support
of APFS, appeared at the Tokyo
Immigration Bureau, claiming the Special
Permission of Residence. Six of them
are single and the other members have
wives and children depending upon them
in their homeland. The eight members
had lived in Japan, on average, for 15
years. Some have been in Japan for
more than 18 years.
Another is the only worker who has
the special skills required for his
workplace. There are others who even
do community service like volunteering in
welfare facilities or local temples. One
presented a petition against his
deportation, signed by more than 450
people, with one Japanese saying that
he had learned devotion from the
overstayer, a characteristic the Japanese
have forgotten.
APFS have been actively helping

overstaying families get Special
Permission for Residence since
September 1999. So far, 64 have applied
for permission and 42 of them have
obtained the right to reside in Japan.
APFS also tries to ensure single
overstayers are not treated differently
from those who have a family in Japan.
It argues that these people have also

made Japan their income and the fact
that they have helped support the
Japanese economy. Those overstayers
who appear in the Immigration Bureau

for Special Permission support families in
their homeland as well. Some are even
responsible for the cost of living and
educational fees of siblings and their
children. Therefore, if these people are
deported from Japan, their families will
face hardship. Furthermore, because they
have lived away from their homelands for
so long, it's very hard for them to get
employment because of their age. And
because they are so accustomed to life
in Japan so it's difficult for them to
readapt to life in their homelands. Many
say it's like starting life from scratch. It
was early last year when the issue of
backing singles trying to get Special
Permission for Residence was first raised
in APFS. After that, a number of
discussions were conducted and the
organization counselled 37 singles that
hoped to be granted Special Permission
from the immigration bureau. Of the 37
workers, some delayed their applications
because of the low chances of obtaining
Special Permission, and some were
deported after being arrested by police.
In the end, eight overstayers appeared
before the Immigration Bureau with a
strong will and courage, despite the
danger that they might be deported, in
the hope of getting Special Permission
to stay in Japan. One overstayer said
before his hearing that he was hoping to
put an end to the agony that comes
with the worry of being deported as an
overstayer. After the hearing on
September 21, on October 6, all eight
singles were questioned for
contravention. With the chance that they
might be imprisoned, they all breathed a
sigh of relief when they were questioned
at home. However, the chance of being
granted Special Permission for Residence
is quite low. Because of news about
increasing crimes committed by
overstayers, public opinion toward
undocumented workers is not positive,
which left the eight in a disadvantageous
position.
Until now, only overstayers with a

Japanese spouse applied for Special
Permission for Residence, but APFS
stresses that this should broadened to
include single undocumented workers as
well. For that to be realized, one of their
assignments is to appeal for support
from and help the public understand the
bad situation of undocumented workers.
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One Dollar Visa MonarchOne Dollar Visa MonarchOne Dollar Visa Monarch
By Shin Sang-whan, India Correspondent

Nepali protesters with their party flags are arrested for
shouting against the king's takeover of political power in the

capital Kathmandu, March 3, 2005. (REUTERS)
-----------------------------------------------

It is most probably not serious news for either north or
south Koreans, who have lived under the threat of civil war
since independence, that the Himalayan kingdom of Nepal has
been gripped by civil war since 1996, after the uprising of
Maoist rebels. More than 11,000 people have died during that
time.

Last month the outside world realized that Nepal is in a
very serious situation and is no longer a safe place to enjoy
snow capped mountains and beautiful natural scenery.
Commercial flights were cancelled, even to India, and public
communication has also been temporarily suspended.
Reporters are focused on King Gyanendra’s dissolving of
parliament, not giving the Maoists much consideration because
the rebel group did not want to discuss anything with the so
called ‘puppet prime minister’, Mr. Deuba, and insisted on
peace talks only directly with the king.
Since the King dissolved the parliament last month,

foreigners have been kept guessing if Nepal will remain as a
small Himalayan kingdom or become a republic under
communist rule. The future is very difficult to presume. King
Gyanendra is not happy with what has happened and is having
his opponents and civil right leaders placed under arrest.
Britain and India, long time allies of Nepal, have requested

that the King immediately restore democracy to the country.
While the King’s dictatorship is in effect, no military assistance
is being provided.
However, neurotic America is worried Nepal will become a

homeland of terrorists, so the head of the Royal Nepal Army
said there is a possibility of approaching China and Pakistan
for military aid. It could be the King’s final gamble in order to
maintain his power and monarchy.
But it does not mean that Nepal is to become a communist
country as one Indian columnist insisted, “First Tibet, now
Nepal and soon India will become part of China.”
However, weather or not the country remains under the

power of an unpopular monarch who rules his people like they
are in medieval times or becomes a democracy, is a question

Young Buddhist monks hold portraits of King Gyanendra and
Queen Komal while participating in a pro-monarchy peace
rally in Katmandu, Nepal, Saturday, March 5, 2005.(AP)
--------------------------------------------
and situation that will continue to be asked and watched.

I know that the Nepal situation is not easy to judge for
western scholars and journalists, some of who insist that a
Chinese invasion of the previously peaceful Buddhist kingdom
on the top of the world was inevitable. Furthermore, when we
know the background of the country, we can find the answers
to many unsolved questions. How did it happen? Why did the
crown prince kill the entire royal family two years ago? How is
it that one of the most famous and beautiful countries in the
world is also one of the poorest? Who are the Maoists?

There are several notable characteristics about the Maoist
rebels. One of my dear friends who met them face-to-face
said that he did not feel threatened by the young men holding
machine guns. He said he saw a similarity to Indian police
officers that always request under the table money, Bakshishi.
After he paid several rupees, he passed through the area
without any bad experiences.
Another friend explained that, unlike foreign trekkers and

tourists would think, Nepalese life bares no similarity to the
beautiful scenery. Most people in Nepal cannot get even earn
$US1.00 per day; the daily fee tourists have to pay for a visa.
He also pointed out that several years ago, the King of Nepal
was one of the richest people in the world.
When I went trekking in the Himalayas, the local people

carried every thing for us, including chairs, tents, cooking
equipment and beer. And they did so while wearing slippers on
the snowy slopes! Where does the $US1.00 per day per tourist
go? Nepal is not a singular nation, it is tribal. The monarchy
rules from the Kathmandu Valley, so while this part of the
country greatly benefits from the visa money, the mountain
tribes live below the poverty line.

Nepal’s issues are not communist or terrorist matters. They
are purely matters for earning an existence. The King is trying
to rule the people not out of benevolence, but to prevent the
rebels from entering the capital and taking away his power.
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Union Leader Usurped MigrantUnion Leader Usurped MigrantUnion Leader Usurped Migrant
Worker’s Overdue WagesWorker’s Overdue WagesWorker’s Overdue Wages

The criminal department of the Seongnam branch of the
Suwon District Public Prosecutor’s Office, arrested 35 year old
Mr. Jung, a former company union leader, and 36 year old
Mr. Kim, the manager of that company, on charges of
embezzlement and usurpation of migrant workers’ overdue
wages.
In addition, the prosecution indicted three former members

of the company’s staff, including 32 years old Mr. Kim,
without physical detention on the same charges. They
intercepted defrayment of migrant workers paid by the Korea
Labour Welfare Corporation (KLWC). When the company goes
bankrupt, KLWC will pay wages directly to workers, instead of
to the company, and foreclose the company’s assets.
‘Defrayment’ is the wages paid by KLWC.
After the company’s bankruptcy, which manufactured textiles

and is located in Mangwol-dong, Hanam, Gyeonggi-do, Mr.
Jung and others were defrayed 68,710,000 Won for 20 migrant
workers from China, Thailand, and the Philippines last July. Mr.
Jung and others were suspected of intercepting 1.7 million
Won in defrayment and sharing that money.
Among benefits from sales of the company’s machinery,

they were paid 7.2 million Won for overdue wages and
retirement pay in August last year. They intended to conceal
the fact that they got defrayment from KLWC and had
embezzled 7.2 million Won.
According to investigation by the prosecution, the suspects

kept the bankbooks and seals of migrant workers and issued
them with forged receipts. <Hankyoreh> Feb. 17, 2005

46 Employers Accused of Careless46 Employers Accused of Careless46 Employers Accused of Careless
Management of Normal HexaneManagement of Normal HexaneManagement of Normal Hexane
Between January 17 and February 5, the Ministry of Labour

announced that it inspected 367 factories that use Normal
Hexane, which is known to cause multiple neuron obstruction
(paralysis of the lower half of the body).
The inspections revealed that 46 factories have poorly

managed Normal Hexane handling procedures and ignore basic
safety devices. Employers of these factories were accused of
violation of Industrial Safety and Health Law.
Ventilators had not been installed in the affected

workplaces, and individual protective outfits, like gas masks,
had not been issued to employees.
MOL levied fines for default on 189 factories, reaching 4

hundred million and 1.3 million Won. Twenty-one factories
neglected the regulation to examine the working-environment at
least once in 6 months. Seventy-five ignored special health
examinations. Fifty-four factories did not keep MSDS(Material
Safety Data Sheet).
Early last month, migrant workers, who worked for Donghwa

Digital Corporation, showed symptoms of toxicity. The
Corporation had breached its duty to install ventilators in the
workplace. Its president and manager were put in prison and it
was fined, by default, 20,600,000 Won.
In addition, MOL disqualified Seoul Hospital’s Sukyeong

Medical Foundation, Korea Industrial Safety Association Suwon
branch (KISA) from working for a month and one and a half
months respectively. Sukyeong Medical Foundation had
examined the working-environment and conducted special

health examinations and health management programs for
Donghwa Digital. KISA was in charge of safety management.
Moreover, MOL inspected 1,253 factories handling a great

quantity of chemicals, and made special inspections for
Normal Hexane in factories licensed to deal with noxious
materials and employing migrant workers. It ordered to correct
3,958 violations and levied 41.7 million Won for default.

<Hankyoreh>, Feb.17, 2005

School for UMWs’Children to HaveSchool for UMWs’Children to HaveSchool for UMWs’Children to Have

Temporary Opening in MayTemporary Opening in MayTemporary Opening in May
A plan to establish an alternative school for migrant

workers’ children in Incheon area is going ahead.
Children of undocumented migrant workers are allowed to

go to general schools, but few have opportunities to actually
attend. Undocumented migrant workers fear being noticed, so
they are reluctant to send their children to school. Therefore,
shelters or other institutions for migrant workers have been
operating ‘Gongbubang’ to assist with the education of those
who do not go to school. This is the first ever plan to
establishing an alternative school in Korea.
’Hatbit Haggyo’ establishment committee, directed by

former assemblyman Lee Won-bok, had its first meeting on
February 14 and decided to carry on with establishing an
alternative school for undocumented migrant workers’ children.
The Committee will rent a building and will temporarily open
the school for classes in the evenings during May. It will apply
for official school registration to the Ministry of Education and
Human Resources Development in two years time, after
conducting fund raising campaigns and raising public
awareness.
In preparation for the temporary opening, it is going to

launch five subcommittees for academic affairs, medical
welfare, administration, legal advice, and financial affairs. It
will also investigate the actual conditions, the numbers, and
ages of the migrant workers’ children.
Following this, it is supposed to recruit daytime and

nighttime students for its kindergarten and elementary
departments. Teachers will be former or current teachers and
university student volunteers.
After the opening, the Committee will begin a campaign to

draw consensus that right to education must be protected
regardless of parents’ legal or social status based on local
education law and Convention on the Rights of the Child
stipulated by the UN.
In addition, it will raise funds for the school and its

construction, appealing to the public for help.
Thirty people, including chairman Kim Sil of Incheon Education
Committee, Shin Kyeong-chul, a member of Metropolitan
Council, and Lee Young-hwan, former president of the
Metropolitan Council, were appointed as committee members.
President Lee said, “The Korean government has neglected

its duty to guarantee the right to education for undocumented
migrant workers’ children. Few developed countries act like
us.”
He added that he would do his best to establish a new

system where society guarantees education opportunity for the
underprivileged and the government acknowledges the necessity
of alternative schools for them.

<Kukmin Ilbo>, Feb, 15.2005
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Inside Community
Interview with Pakistani community leader,
Wali Mohammad

Q Could you please tell me about the Pakistani
community?

A We organized our community five years ago. Our
members' number about 50 and we help them with
payment problems, to look for jobs, to deal with
industrial accidents, fighting with Koreans, etc.

Q What was the motive for forming the community?
A When Pakistanis first came to Korea, most of them
didn't know about Korea, its culture or food. We want
to introduce them to these things and want to help
them with the difficulties they face while in Korea.

Q Could you tell us about some of your community's
achievements?

A We have helped to solve problems like delayed and
low payment, claiming industrial accident insurance,
addressing health problems, fighting, and culture
shock, about three times a week for several years
now.

Q Could you tell us about your best and worst
memories regarding the Pakistani community?

A As president for the last two years, I have more
than one good memory. I'm very happy to help my
friends. It's my pleasure. It’s bad when friends ask to
transfer companies because of the Koreans, food, etc.

Q Have you ever tried to join with another community
or do you want to join one?

A We meet with other communities once a month. We
discuss many problems and also liase with Labour
Office staff.

Q Do you know of any other international workers
without a community?

A I think a community is necessary for everybody.
Even though we don't have enough time or money,
that's not important. I insist that important things are
dealt with by warm hearts and hope they can organize
their community.

Q What's your plan and hope?
A I'd like to continue helping newcomers.

Q Could you tell us about how to participate in your
community?

A Call me, Wali Mohammad: 010-9347-1180.

Thank you for the interview. I hope that each
community will unite with other communities and solve
their problems together. I wish you happiness and
good heath.
In the next edition we talk with a Bangladesh
community leader. (by Park Hyo-ju, Staff reporter)

I use co-worker's medical insurance
for my industrial accident treatment

Q My name is Wang from China, and I’m an undocumented worker. I had an

industrial accident and damaged my right eye in February 2004. I received
medical care using a co-worker's medical insurance. Last August, the doctor
treating me said that I needed more surgery for my eye. However, the cost was
more than I could afford so I didn’t have the operation. Because of this, I’ve lost
sight in my eye, but haven’t been compensated for it. I'm now working for
another company, but want to have surgery and be compensated under industry
insurance. Is this possible?

A Although you left the company where you had the accident, it’s still possible

to be covered by industry insurance. If you want to have treatment using industry
insurance, you have to apply using your own name. It's a shame that you had
the initial medical treatment using another person's medical insurance because
now there is no record of you having received treatment.
The first thing you must do is change the other person's medical record

into your name at the hospital’s business department. You must be aware
however, that you and your friend may be fined for violation of medical
insurance law. You must also contact the health insurance corporation that
your ex-employer used and inform them of what has occurred. Once you have
done these things, then you can apply to have treatment using industry
insurance. These are very difficult tasks.
For future reference, it's dangerous to use another person's medical

insurance. Sometimes undocumented workers use their friend's medical
insurance to dodge heavy medical costs, but if you’re found out, both of you
will be fined. False medical records can disadvantage a person who lets
someone else use their medical insurance.
Even if there is only one worker in a company, an employer is obliged to

take out industry insurance. It’s the right of all workers to be covered. Demand
your right to industry insurance coverage. If you are ill, but worried about
heavy medical costs, use hospital connected consultation offices where you
are entitled to a discount. According to the EPS, the company change is not
allowed for the migrant workers in principle. Only the exceptions are as follows
but only three times is allowed for migrant workers.
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